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a b s t r a c t

The ever-increasing power demands and miniaturization of portable electronics, micro-sensors and actu-
ators, and emerging technologies such as cognitive arthropods have created a significant interest in
development of micro fuel cells. One of the major challenges in development of hydrogen micro fuel cells
is the fabrication and integration of auxiliary systems for generating, regulating, and delivering hydrogen
gas to the membrane electrode assembly (MEA). In this paper, we report the development of a hydrogen
gas generator with a micro-scale control system that does not consume any power. The hydrogen gen-
erator consists of a hydride reactor and a water reservoir, with a regulating valve separating them. The
regulating valve consists of a port from the water reservoir and a movable membrane with via holes that
permit water to flow from the reservoir to the hydride reactor. Water flows towards the hydride reactor, but
stops within the membrane via holes due to capillary forces. Water vapor then diffuses from the via holes
into the hydride reactor resulting in generation of hydrogen gas. When the rate of hydrogen consumed by
ower source for portable applications the MEA is lower than the generation rate, gas pressure builds up inside the hydride reactor, deflecting
the membrane, closing the water regulator valve, until the pressure drops, whereby the valve reopens.
We have integrated the self-regulating micro hydrogen generator to a MEA and successfully conducted
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. Introduction

The increasing demand for high energy density power sources
riven by advancements in portable electronics and MEMS devices
as generated significant interest in development of micro fuel cells
nd batteries [1,2]. In terms of energy density, metal hydrides (e.g.
aBH4), methanol, and most hydrocarbon fuels have an energy den-

ity up to an order of magnitude higher than the competitive battery
echnologies. Micro fuel cells, however, can potentially outperform
he batteries only if their fuel to device volume ratio can be max-
mized and the power consumption of their auxiliary systems to
egulate fuel delivery and power output is significantly reduced.

hile fabrication of small-scale membrane electrode assembly
MEA) is widely reported in literature [3–8], shrinking the size of
he auxiliary systems (pump, valves, sensors, distribution compo-
ents, and power and control electronics for these components)

as remained a challenge. While this might be somewhat feasible

n centimeter-scale fuel cells, fitting all the auxiliary components
ithin a few cubic millimeters volume is quite a challenge. Devel-

ping a new means of fuel delivery and control that can be scaled
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owned and consume little to no power opens an opportunity for
abricating millimeter-scale fuel cells and realizing new devices
hat are tied to the existence of such power sources.

Despite the advancements in fuel cell components and fabrica-
ion processing, there has been very little progress made on micro
uel cell system integration. Integrated micro fuel cell architec-
ures suggested in literature (e.g. in [9–12]) are scaled-downed
ersions of large-scale systems with numerous auxiliary compo-
ents. These components can be much larger than the membrane
lectrode assembly, greatly reducing the overall device energy den-
ity. In addition, they consume power, which reduces available
utput power from the micro fuel cell for a further reduction
f the device energy density. Additionally, auxiliary components
ormally require numerous microfabrication steps and have inte-
ration difficulties that can result in higher production costs and
dded complexity of micro fuel cells operation.

Examples of fuel delivery and control systems can be found in
13–18]. Sarata et al. [13] proposed a pressure-based control sys-
em for a hydrogen generator comprising of a hydride reactor and
ater for hydrolysis. The hydrogen generation rate is controlled by

onitoring the reactor pressure and then stopping the pumping

f water to the hydride chamber when the hydride chamber pres-
ure increases above a reference value. The pressure sensor, pump,
alve, and electronics to conduct this control operation occupy sig-
ificant space, which directly translate to lower energy density and
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used to measure the membrane deflection at different pressures (cf.
Fig. 4). The test piece was installed on the pressure chamber of the
setup, as depicted in Fig. 4. The chamber pressure was increased
using a piezoelectric actuator. As the results in Fig. 5 show, an
applied pressure of approximately 150 Pa is sufficient to deform the
46 S. Moghaddam et al. / Journal o

igh cost for micro fuel cells. In another approach [18], the pressure
ncrease in a macro-scale hydride chamber was used to automat-
cally push the water out of a conduit that connected the water
eservoir to the hydride reactor. This results in an increase in the
iffusion length between the water front and the hydride and con-
equently slows down the hydrogen generation rate. This passive
pproach may be more suitable for miniaturization (e.g. fabrication
f a microchannel between the water and hydride reservoirs and
o on). But, unfortunately, since water diffusion and thereby hydro-
en generation is not completely stopped, pressure continues to
ise such that failure can occur. Furthermore, the movements of the
ater front inside the microchannel (i.e. dynamics of the advancing

nd receding contact lines) and the pressure of the excess hydro-
en inside the device that pushes against the water front can be
omplicated to predict and control.

In this manuscript, we present the development of a micro
ydrogen generator with a self-regulating control mechanism. The
ontrol scheme enables the hydrogen generator to automatically
top generating hydrogen when it is not consumed by the micro
uel cell. The volume of the control mechanism is less than 50 nL
approximately 0.5% of the device volume) and requires no energy
nput. This technology has enabled fabrication of the first fully inte-
rated millimeter-scale fuel cell that operates much like a battery.
his technology can also be implemented in centimeter-scale micro
uel cells to enhance their energy density and reliability and reduce
heir complexity and cost. Details of the control mechanism and
evelopment of a self-regulating micro hydrogen generator and its

ntegration with a MEA are discussed in this manuscript.

. Operation principle

The no-power, self-regulating hydrogen generator consists of a
ydride reactor and a water reservoir, with a regulating valve sep-
rating them, as shown in Fig. 1. The regulating valve consists of
port and a membrane with via holes in it. Water flows through

he port towards the hydride chamber, but stops within the mem-
rane via holes due to capillary forces. Water vapor then diffuses

nto the hydride chamber resulting in hydrogen generation (metal
ydrides such as LiH, LiAlH4, and CaH2 react with water vapor
o produce H2 [19]). When the rate of hydrogen consumption by
he fuel cell is lower than generation rate, gas pressure builds up
nside the hydride reactor and deflects the membrane towards the
ater port, blocking the port and ceasing the water flow to the
ydride after the water evaporates. This regulation action, however,

ssumes that the membrane deflects under a smaller pressure than
eeded to break into the liquid meniscus formed inside the mem-
rane via holes. Under such conditions, complete isolation of the
ydride reactor from the water reservoir can occur. When hydro-
en consumption by the fuel cell is faster than the generation rate,

ig. 1. Schematic cross-section of the self-regulating hydrogen generator and its
rinciple of operation. (A) Membrane in release mode: water exits the reservoir and
iffuses into the hydride reactor through the membrane holes. (B) Membrane in
losed mode: small pressure buildup in the hydride reactor, when hydrogen is not
sed, bends the membrane and closes off the water port.
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he reverse happens, opening the membrane to allow water to dif-
use into the hydride reactor, increasing the hydrogen generation.
ssentially, the control mechanism is a passive valve that automat-
cally regulates hydrogen production based on the hydride reactor
ressure. Details of the valve operation and testing are discussed in
he following sections.

. Valve fabrication and testing

.1. Valve and water reservoir assembly

The membrane separating the water reservoir and the hydride
eactor was made of polyimide (PI) through spinning and curing
I 5878G (from HD Microsystems) on a 100 mm diameter 500 �m
hick glass wafer. The final thickness of the PI layer was 5 �m. A
ircular 1.3 mm diameter area at the center of the membrane was
putter coated with a 0.2 �m thick Cr/Au layer to prevent water
iffusion through the membrane when it is closed. A circularly dis-
ributed array of 30 �m diameter holes was etched through the
r/Au (wet etched) and PI (reactive ion etched) layers close to the
erimeter of the Cr/Au coated area. Fig. 2 shows the front view of
he membrane. The membrane was then transfer-bonded (process
s described in [20]) to the bottom of the water reservoir fabri-
ated from 〈1 0 0〉 p-doped silicon through deep reactive ion etching
DRIE) process (cf. Fig. 3). Note that the 3 �m deep recess seen in
he bottom view of the reservoir is the separating gap between the
I membrane and the bottom of the water reservoir, as depicted in
he schematic of Fig. 1.

.2. Membrane bulge test

A test piece was fabricated to determine the membrane deflec-
ion with pressure. The test piece was a silicon die (10 mm × 10 mm)
ith 2.4 mm × 2.4 mm opening at its middle, over which the PI
embrane was bonded. The PI membrane was similar to that of

he device in every aspect (i.e. size and microfabrication process)
xcept that it did not have the 30 �m holes. A bulge test setup was
ig. 2. Top view of the center of the polyimide membrane coated with Cr/Au to
revent water diffusion through the membrane. The holes are 30 �m in diameter.
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Fig. 3. Top and bottom views of the water reservoir. The inset figure in the bottom
view shows a 3 �m deep recess that separates the reservoir from the PI membrane.
Thickness of the reservoir bottom wall is 20 �m.

Fig. 4. Bulge test setup. Main system components: (A) laser sensor model 812330-
SLS 700/15 from LMI Selcom, Inc., (B) a jig for holding the test article, (C) piezoelectric
actuator model P-239.60 HVPZT from Physik Instrumente GmbH and Co. KG, (D)
water chamber, (E) micro positioning stage, (F) pressure transducer model PX 309-
001GV S5V from OMEGA Co., and (G) water inlet and outlet valves. The test article is
attached to the jig (B). The micro positioning stage is used to adjust the sample right
below the optical sensor. Next, the water chamber (D) is filled with water using the
inlet and outlet valves (G). The water level reaches the top of the water chamber,
but does not come into contact with the membrane.
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Fig. 5. Membrane deflection versus applied pressure.

embrane 3 �m. This pressure is significantly less than the typical
ater capillary pressure in the micro-scale via holes. For example,

apillary pressure in a 30 �m hole with a surface to liquid contact
ngle of � = 50 degrees is approximately 6 kPa (=2� cos �/r). This
uggests that the membrane will deflect and seal the water port
efore hydrogen can break the capillary meniscus formed inside
he membrane holes.

.3. Valve performance test

An experimental setup was fabricated to test the valve perfor-
ance. The setup determines the open and close states of the valve
s well as the water vapor released rate through the holes when
he valve is open. Fig. 6 shows a schematic of the setup. The setup
onsists of two main chambers C-1 and C-2. Pressure inside each
hamber is adjusted by changing the liquid (Fomblin oil) level in

ig. 6. Schematic of the test setup for measuring the valve performance. Schematic
hows the water chamber and membrane assembly held between the top (C-1) and
ottom (C-2) chambers of the setup. Two valves (V-1 and V-2) on the C-2 chamber
re used for purging it with dry nitrogen. Two manometers (M-1 and M-2) are used
o measure and adjust the pressure in C-1 and C-2 chambers.
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Fig. 7. Performance of the valve tested in the test setup shown in Fig. 6. Results show
increase in humidity in C-2 chamber due to water vapor release by the valve when
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ressure in C-1 and C-2 chambers was equal (the C-2 chamber was purged with dry
itrogen four times). At the end of the four cycles, results show valve closure after a
ressure of approximately 400 Pa was applied on the membrane. The C-2 chamber
as purged for a few minutes after the fourth cycle.

anometers M-1 and M-2. Two push-button valves V-1 and V-2
llow purging of the C-2 chamber with dry nitrogen. A humidity
ensor (Model SHT75, size 3.7 mm × 2.2 mm × 4.9 mm, from Sen-
irion, Inc.) installed on the bottom of the C-2 chamber measures
he relative humidity.

The valve and water reservoir assembly was installed between

he C-1 and C-2 chambers, as depicted in Fig. 6. Water was supplied
o the water reservoir (i.e. topside of the valve). The two cham-
ers were kept at the same pressure. The C-2 chamber was purged
ith nitrogen until a humidity level of less than 1% was reached.

mmediately after purging the chamber (i.e. closing the V-1 and V-

ig. 8. Schematic assembly of the self-regulating hydrogen generator and the actual
mages of the top and bottom of the hydrogen generator.
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valves), the chamber humidity started to raise indicating water
apor release by the valve. The chamber was purged with nitrogen
gain and the increase in the relative humidity was measured. This
rocess was repeated several times, as the results in Fig. 7 show.
inally, pressure inside the C-2 chamber was increased approxi-
ately 400 Pa above that of the C-1 chamber by adjusting the liquid

evel in manometer M-2. The chamber was purged with nitrogen
or several minutes. As can be seen in Fig. 7, the humidity did not
ise at this point, showing that the valve was closed.

. Hydrogen generator fabrication

The hydride reactor (see its schematic cross-section in Fig. 1)
as fabricated from 〈1 0 0〉 p-doped silicon using KOH etching pro-

ess. The bottom wall of the hydride reactor was then anodized in
5% HF electrolyte to produce 10–20 nm diameter pores that allow
ydrogen to exit the reactor. A 3D schematic of the hydride reac-
or assembled with the water reservoir and membrane assembly
s shown in Fig. 8. A bottom image of the hydride reactor is also
hown in Fig. 8, in which the porous bottom wall can be identified
s the dark region in the middle of the mesa.

The hydride reactor was filled (about 60–70% of the 2.2 �L inter-
al volume of the reactor) with LiAlH4 (from Sigma–Aldrich, Inc.) in
glove box. The water reservoir and membrane assembly was then
poxied (using Scotch-Weld 2216 B/A Gray epoxy from 3M Co.) to
he hydride reactor.

. Fabrication of MEA and integration with hydrogen
enerator

A hybrid silicon/Nafion® MEA was fabricated on silicon-on-
xide (SOI) wafer with a 40 �m thick device layer. The handle
ayer of the wafer was patterned and etched in KOH solution until

eached the oxide layer. The 40 �m thick device layer was then
tched using DRIE process to open 100 �m × 100 �m square open-
ngs that were 100 �m apart (cf. Fig. 9) over a 1 mm × 1 mm area.
afion® solution, ∼28 �L of 5 wt.% Nafion® ionomer 1100 EW (from
olution Technology, Inc.), was then painted with a paintbrush on

ig. 9. Self-regulating hydrogen generator assembled on a microfabricated hybrid
ilicon/Nafion MEA. The image was taken before epoxy (3M Scotch-Weld 2216 B/A
ray) was poured around the micro hydrogen generator to fix it on the MEA.
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ig. 10. Performance of the integrated device under different load conditions.
esults show the device current output under varying voltage conditions. Voltage
as changed in square and saw-tooth forms.

he perforated silicon membrane to fill the openings. A leak test was
erformed using an in-house device. Catalyst ink was then prepared
y dispersing platinum black HiSPEC 1000 (from Alfa Aesar Co.) in
afion® solution, Millipore water, and isopropanol via sonication.
sing the direct paint method, the catalyst ink was painted onto

he Nafion® layer of the anode and cathode. The resulting catalyst
oading was approximately 20 mg cm−2. In addition to the mem-
rane area, a small amount of catalyst ink was painted onto the
old current collectors to provide electrical connection. The cur-
ent collectors were made through sputter deposition of 0.1 �m
hick Cr/Au layers on anode and cathode sides.

The micro hydrogen generator was then epoxied (using Scotch-
eld 2216 B/A Gray epoxy from 3 M Co.) onto the MEA to make an

ntegrated hydrogen generator-fuel cell assembly.

. Integrated device performance test

The integrated device was tested using a Solartron SI 1287
otentiostat. The water reservoir was filled and tests were con-
ucted. In the first test, the voltage was switched between the open
ircuit voltage (∼0.8 V) and 0.3 V several times (i.e. square wave
orm), as can be seen in Fig. 10. The primary goals of this experiment
ere the following.

1) To find out if hydrogen bubbles pass through the valve and enter
the water reservoir.

2) Confirm valve closure through analysis of current transients as
well as physical evidence (failure of the device due to fracture of
its elements) suggesting continuous hydrogen generation and

pressure build-up inside the device.

In the second test, the device voltage was changed in saw-tooth
ave form between 0.3 and 0.7 V to evaluate the response of the

ontrol mechanism to gradual changes in load conditions.

A

P
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. Test results and discussions

Results of both tests are provided in Fig. 10. During the course
f the experiment, no bubbles were observed to enter the water
eservoir, indicating that the membrane deflection and capillary
orces did not allow hydrogen to pass through the valve. With-
ut the membrane, bubbles are observed to pass, even through
ong microchannels connecting the water reservoir to the hydride
eactor. Also, the bottom wall of the water reservoir did not measur-
bly bulge, suggesting that the hydrogen pressure did not increase
easurably inside the device.
Analysis of the device current output also provided interest-

ng insight about hydrogen generation. As can be seen in Fig. 10,
fter 3 min of device not consuming any hydrogen (i.e. open cir-
uit mode), no spike in current (beyond the steady-state value) was
bserved when the voltage was dropped to 0.3 V. This test suggests
hat hydrogen was not produced and did not accumulate inside the
evice when no current was drawn. Note that higher currents can
e generated with increased hydrogen pressure, considering that
he MEA is capable of delivering an order of magnitude higher cur-
ent (700 mA cm−2 at the operating voltage of 0.3 V), than what was
elivered by the integrated device. The small spike (∼1 mA cm−2

ersus 8 mA cm−2) seen in Fig. 10 is mainly an artifact of the exper-
ment. A similar negative spike can be seen when current goes
o zero, which suggests the spikes are due to the measurement
lectronics on abrupt voltage changes. Also, the near square-wave
ariation of the current generated showed that the hydrogen gen-
ration due to changes in the valve responded in less than a
econd.

The smooth variations of the output current in response to the
radual changes in voltage (i.e. saw-tooth wave form) suggested
hat the hydrogen generator provided sufficient hydrogen to the

EA when needed and reduced supply when the consumption rate
as low.

. Conclusions

The development of a self-regulating micro hydrogen generator
or micro fuel cells was reported. The device employs a regulator

icro valve for controlling the rate of hydrogen generation in a
ydride reactor, eliminating the need for complex auxiliary systems
ommonly suggested in hydrogen generators. The control mecha-
ism takes advantage of capillary forces to maintain water inside a
onfined volume connected to a water reservoir. It delivers water
apor to the hydride reactor when hydrogen pressure inside the
ydride reactor is low and relies on deflection of a membrane to seal
ff the water reservoir from the hydride reactor when the reactor
ressure increases due to excess generation of hydrogen over that
onsumed by the fuel cell. Several unique qualities of the hydrogen
enerator regulator are:

1) It occupies a volume of less than 50 nL (approximately 0.5% of
the volume of the millimeter-scale integrated device developed
in this study);

2) Unlike most other control mechanisms, it consumes no energy;
3) It operates passively without a need for external electronics,

allowing the fuel cells to operate similar to batteries; and
4) Enables fabrication of millimeter-scale fully integrated micro

fuel cells.
cknowledgements
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